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The chief justices of New South Wales

In recognition of the High Court’s centenary year, the winter
2003 issue of Bar News carried clerihews of appointments
through to its jubilee year, 1953.

The clerihew, readers will recall, is the creation of Edmund
Clerihew Bentley, and is professedly biographical, with two
couplets. It can be used to illustrate the paradox of humorous
utilitarianism, as another author’s efforts show: ‘John Stuart
Mill / By a mighty effort of will / Overcame his natural
bonhomie / And wrote ‘Principles of Political Economy’.’ 

It can also be used to trace this state’s chief justices. More
useful may be Dr Bennett’s Portraits of the Chief Justices of
New South Wales, 1977, Ferguson. A copy is in the Bar
Library.

James Jacob Spigelman,
Sir Thomas More’s dragoman,
Whether the former finds for the latter’s repentance,
May one day be found in a guideline sentence.

Anthony Murray Gleeson,
Dispatched reason,
Now further elevated, to chief of our chief Chapter III court,
He administers with authority, thus not as executor de son
tort.

Laurence Whistler Street,
Well-suited to the family seat,
After giving much to that station,
Now finds force in mediation.

John Robert Kerr,
One must concur,
Gave with exuberance to the law of the state,
But gave to the nation a greater debate.

Leslie James Herron,
Thrived in the sportsman’s cauldron,
A man of practical perspective,
He eschewed (in)judicious invective.

Herbert Vere Evatt,
Legal gigawatt,
Scholar, jurist, statesman in his time,
Sadly illness in this office found him past his prime.

Kenneth Whistler Street,
A feminist in Jessie did meet,
Here an expert in Pepys’s bon mots,
There swapping with Jordan Latin notes.

Frederick Richard Jordan,
Law’s wealth, a just warden,
In private, convivial, one of humour’s lords,
In public, limited to a ‘few well-frozen words’.

Philip Whistler Street
(The first Street the state’s Bench did meet),
Kicked off a law student’s state constitutional Eden,
By sitting a five-bencher in Trethowan v Peden.

William Portus Cullen,
Outside the law, returned for Camden,
As university chancellor, a record term for robes worn,
But, pertinent here, the first chief justice Australian-born.

Frederick Matthew Darley,
Originally Irish (and so with blarney?),
As the colony’s administrator at federation,
He received Lord Hopetoun as governor-general of a nation.

Julian Emanuel Salomons,
Whose appointment caused palpitations,
One suspects prejudice on the question of race,
Whatever, he resigned without hearing a case.

James Martin,
Never Spartan,
In public life a pioneer,
Our only CJ and premier.

Alfred Stephen,
Not uneven,
An extraordinary ability to judge and to administrate,
With thirty-four years a judge of what now is our state.

James Dowling,
Has happified historians trawling,
He left cogent notes of his judicial thoughts,
Which now make a volume of law reports.

Francis Forbes,
A fortunate choice for the first in robes,
Independent, able, conscientious, and liberal,
An excellent mix for the chief justice, inaugural.




